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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a personalized web service discovery and ranking technique for discovering and ranking relevant
data-intensive web services. Our ﬁrst prototype – called BASIL
– supports a personalized view of data-intensive web services
through source-biased focus. BASIL provides service discovery
and ranking through source-biased probing and source-biased
relevance metrics. Concretely, the BASIL approach has three
unique features: (1) It is able to determine in very few interactions whether a target service is relevant to the given source
service by probing the target with very precise probes; (2) It
can evaluate and rank the relevant services discovered based on
a set of source-biased relevance metrics; and (3) It can identify interesting types of relationships for each source service
with respect to other discovered services, which can be used
as value-added metadata for each service. We also introduce a
performance optimization technique called source-biased probing with focal terms to further improve the eﬀectiveness of the
basic source-biased service discovery algorithm. The paper concludes with a set of initial experiments showing the eﬀectiveness
of the BASIL system.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.5 [Online Information Services]: Web-based services
General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation
Keywords: data-intensive services, biased discovery, ranking

1. INTRODUCTION
Most web services today are web-enabled applications that
can be accessed and invoked using a messaging system, typically relying on standards such as XML, WSDL, and SOAP [29].
Many companies have latched onto the web services mantra, including major software developers, business exchanges, eCommerce sites, and search engines [15, 9, 2, 1, 7]. A large and
growing portion of the web services today can be categorized
as data-intensive web services.
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Data-intensive web services provide access to huge and growing data stores and support tools for searching, manipulating,
and analyzing those data stores. For example, both Amazon [1]
and Google [7] now provide XML- and SOAP-based web service interfaces to their underlying data repositories with support for advanced search operators over, collectively, billions of
items. In the life sciences domain, many bioinformatics services
are transitioning from human-in-the-loop web interfaces to the
web services model [9], providing direct access to unprecedented
amounts of raw data and specialized research tools to provide
high-level analysis and search over these data services.
With the increasing visibility of web services and the ServiceOriented Computing paradigm [18], there is a growing need
for eﬃcient mechanisms for discovering and ranking services.
Eﬀective mechanisms for web service discovery and ranking are
critical for organizations to take advantage of the tremendous
opportunities oﬀered by web services, to engage in business
collaborations and service compositions, to identify potential
service partners, and to understand service competitors and
increase the competitive edge of their service oﬀerings.
Current web service discovery techniques can be classiﬁed
into two types: categorization-based discovery and personalized relevance-based discovery. The former discovers web services by clustering and categorizing a collection of web services
into diﬀerent groups based on certain common properties of the
services. Most of the existing UDDI [28] registry-based service
discovery methods are of this type. They typically discover relevant services by querying metadata maintained in the common
registries (like the ones oﬀered by Microsoft [16] and IBM [10]).
A typical question is “Which bioinformatics web services oﬀer
BLAST capability” or “Which commercial services oﬀer online auctions”. The second type of discovery mechanisms uses
personalized relevance reasoning and support questions such
as “Which services oﬀer the same type of content as NCBI”,
and “Find the top-ten web services that oﬀer more coverage
than the BLAST services at NCBI”. These two types of service
discovery techniques oﬀer diﬀerent focus and complementary
capabilities. Consider the following examples:
• A bioinformatics researcher may be interested in ﬁnding all
services similar to NCBI’s BLAST service for searching DNA
and protein sequence libraries [17]. Current service registries
may provide pointers to other BLAST services, but they do
not describe how these other sites relate speciﬁcally to NCBI’s
BLAST service. Which services provide the most similar coverage with respect to NCBI (e.g. of similar proteins or organisms)? Which services are complementary in their coverage
(e.g. of other sequence libraries)? How best should the BLAST
services be ranked relative to the NCBI service?
• A health science researcher familiar with the PubMed med-

